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Kim Dorland | Paintings
Driven equally by his fascination with the materiality of oil paint and his interest in exploring his
own life experiences, Kim Dorland creates both quietly reflective and boldly visceral sculptural
paintings.
Kim Dorland - 124 Artworks, Bio & Shows on Artsy
Kim Dorland’s works remind us of the power of nature and the impact that humanity has upon our
environment. His paintings are typically inspired by the landscapes of his native Canada, as well as
more traditional landscape painting and portraiture such as that explored through Tom Thomson, of
Canada’s famed Group of Seven who painted in the ...
Kim Dorland - Terror Management Theory - Delphian Gallery
KIM DORLAND. Kim Dorland’s works remind us of the power of nature and the impact that humanity
has upon our environment. His paintings are typically inspired by the landscapes of his native
Canada, as well as more traditional landscape painting and portraiture such as that explored
through Tom Thomson, of Canada’s famed Group of Seven who ...
Kim Dorland – Beers London
27.9k Followers, 2,099 Following, 933 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Kim Dorland
(@kimdorland)
Kim Dorland (@kimdorland) • Instagram photos and videos
‘Terror Management Theory’ is Canadian artist, Kim Dorland’s first solo show at Beers London,
which explores a reimagining of the concept of Memento mori.
Kim Dorland: Terror Management Theory at BEERS London ...
Kim Dorland is a contemporary Canadian painter best known for his visceral depictions of densely
forested landscapes, trailer parks, raucous parties, and zombies. View Kim Dorland’s artworks on
artnet. Find an in-depth biography, exhibitions, original artworks for sale, the latest news, and sold
auction prices. Learn about the artist and see ...
Kim Dorland | artnet
Like David Milne, contemporary artists find boundless inspiration from the natural world. We talk to
Canadian artist, Kim Dorland, to discover more about his practice.
Spotlight Talks: Kim Dorland | Dulwich Picture Gallery
Posted on June 14, 2016 September 28, 2016 About Kim Dorland. Born in Wainwright, Alberta in
1974, Kim Dorland is an internationally recognized contemporary artist that has appeared in
numerous publications including Canadian Art, Border Crossings, and The Dance Current.
Kim Dorland - Canadian Contemporary Painter
Kim Dorland. 3.8K likes. Born 1974, Wainwright, Alberta, Canada. Lives and works in Toronto,
Canada.
Kim Dorland - Home | Facebook
The gallery works with both emerging and mid-career artists to present an exhibition programme
that is dedicated to the exploration of diverse thematic, aesthetic, and political concepts, while
highlighting an approach to contemporary art that is both progressive and thought-provoking.
Kim Dorland | Wall Street International Magazine
Kim Dorland Works / Exhibitions / CV / News. Prairie Shadow, 2007. Oil on canvas. 74" x 96" Walking
Couple, 2007. Oil, acrylic, and spray paint on canvas over panel. 48" x 60" ...
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Angell Gallery
View the profiles of people named Kim Dorland. Join Facebook to connect with Kim Dorland and
others you may know. Facebook gives people the power to...
Kim Dorland Profiles | Facebook
I Hate Poetry but I Love TV(or, K.D. @ 4–oh/4–reel) The callow seeming title of this, Kim Dorland’s
eighth solo exhibition with Angell Gallery, is a bluff.
Angell Gallery
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